
Subject: Cyber-Nazis
Date: Thu, 22 Feb 1996

Memo from

Here's a list I complied a while back as part of a report on cyber-hate. It's dated by a few
months but overall pretty good. I've also got an analytical section for cyber-nazis completed if
you're interested.

I hope you'll also include the CHD web site in your report. The URL is
http://www.halcyon.com/burghart/chd.html I'm in the process for re-vamping it, so tell me what
you think.

Hope all is going well. You should keep in touch with us here in Seattle (206)233-9775 we'd love
to hear from you. BTW, thanks for sending those common law court calls our way. The report
Guns & Gavels: Common Law Courts, Militias and White Supremacy should be published very
soon and we'll get you a copy asap.

I. Cyber-Nazis

A. BBS's

1. Neo-Nazi

System: Banished BBS
Number: (503)232-6566
Operator: Dan Gannon "Maynard"
Location: Portland, Oregon
Length of Operation: 1991 - Present
Contents:

A Portland, Oregon-based BBS provides a forum for neo-Nazis, anti-gay bigots and
Holocaust revisionists. Banished CPU, a multi-line, 2400-28.8 BPS bulletin board is run by its
"sysop," or system operator, Dan Gannon, who goes by the on-line name "Maynard." Gannon
has been uploading Holocaust revisionist material since 1991 and offering it to anyone with a
computer and a modem. His BBS has expande
d recently, cloaking some of it's revisionist material and allowing some connectivity to the
Internet.

Banished CPU has two sections, a message section, where users send and receive
electronic notes, and a file section. One file section title, "Holocaust Revisionism & IHR Articles,"
contains numerous articles from the Liberty Lobby's Institute for Historical Review, as well as
works by Canadian Holocaust revisionist Ernst Zundel, French revisionist Robert Faurisson,
Bradley R. Smith and British Ho
locaust denier David Irving. An article available since August of 1991 is "Rub-A-Dub-Dub, Notes
on the Jewish-Soap Scam," which purports to "expose" the "hoax" of Nazis having made soap
from the body fat of Jewish concentration camp victims.

A message section of the BBS is also thriving with hundreds of local users logging on to
debate neo-Nazi propaganda and anti-Semitic conspiracy theories.



System:Cyberspace Minutemen BBS
Number: (312)275-6362
Operator: "Hans Hackmeister"
Location: Chicago, Illinois
Length of Operation:
Contents:

Although the name would suggest Patriot materials here, one finds neo-Nazi materials
abounding on this BBS. One of the longest-running currently functioning neo-Nazi BBSs, the
Cyberspace Minutemen BBS offers users over 86 pages of files to choose from. File areas on this
BBS include news items, graphics, White/Aryan issues, Klan topics, The Spotlight,National
Alliance, Nordic Heritage and History
Club, British National Party, Aryan fiction, Resistance/NSWPP (Covington) and a huge area titled
National Socialism wth text and graphics about the original German Nazi's. Other areas include
Istauration (Wilmot Robertson), the Wild West (postings about Jesse James, Wyatt Earp, Billy the
Kid, etc.) and Aryan Beauty (graphics files ofAryan Cheerleaders, princesses and a "white
woman animal trainer
")

As with Stromfront, the range of posted material is wide — Bob Heick, Covington,
Metzger, Robb, Duke, Ed Fields, David Irving, Ernst Zundel, etc. The large British National Party
file area gives the Minutemen a greater international emphasis than many of the other neo-Nazi
BBSs operating in North America.

System: Digital Freedom BBS
Number: (416)462-3327, (416)465-4767
Sysop (Operator): Marc Lemire
Location: Toronto, Canada
Length of Operation: Since April 1, 1995
Contents:

After beginning in April, Canadas Digital Freedom BBS has grown to over 350 members
by July 30 according to the BBS online newsletter. In fact, by September 18, 1995 the BBS has
recieved 6458 total calls in its short history. Clearly part of a North American neo-Nazi BBS
network, it shares common files with the Our Nation , Cyberspace Minutemen and Stormfront
BBSs.

In addition to "general politics" (centered on Canadian issues and immigration)and
graphics files areas, the BBS includes a sound file of skinhead music clips (from around the
world), hateline messages and other neo-Nazi mutterings such as a speech by Order martyr
Robert Mathews. Other file areas include online neo-nazi publications (heavy on William Pierce's
Free Speech) Holocaust Revisionism, t
he National Alliance and Scriptures for America. Curiously, it also includes anti-Holocaust denial
activist Ken McVay's anti-revisionist files.

Again, the full range of neo-Nazi strategy is discussed, with postings ranging from Louis
Beam to David Duke.

System: Our Nation BBS
Number: (909)624-8474
Operator: Arthur Ed LeBouthillier
Organization: National Party
Location: P.O. Box 86221, Los Angeles CA, 90086-0221
Length of Operation: Early 1995 - present
Contents:

The online introduction to this BBS displays its purpose,

"The Our Nation BBS is a computer bulletin board sponsored by the National Party. Its
main purpose is as a service to the White community. It is also for those not already familiar with
the beliefs and practices of our community to experience them firsthand. We welcome all those
who are genuinely interested in either contributing or learning from it in a positive ways.



Some of the services that the Our Nation BBS provides are: Email to other users,
discussion groups, an online library, Vanguard online, and a community calender. It serves as a
central, online meeting place for members of the White community and as a clearinghouse of
information."

Our Nation is one of the newer, smaller BBSs of the cyber-Nazi network. It has fewer files
and fewer participants than others. Contents include files on Cyberwar, Aryan Nationalism, and
several written by David Duke. It also includes Canadian files on the Heritage Front and the Euro-
Canadian Alliance.

System: Politically Incorrect BBS
Number: (416)467-4975
Operator: Chris Saunders
Location: Toronto, Canada
Length of Operation:
Contents:

Another Canadian BBS, this board is similar in content to that of Digital Freedom. It is
being run by Chris Saunders of the Euro-Canadian Alliance.

System: Stormfront BBS
Number: (407)833-4986
Operator: Don Black
Location: PO Box 6637, West Palm Beach FL 33405
Length of Operation: September 7, 1994 - present
Contents:

Founded just over a year ago with the assistance of the folks at the Cyberspace
Minutemen BBS, former Knights of the KKK head Don Black's Stormfront BBS has a little
something for everyone of a National Socialist bent. In addition to copious graphics, news and
games file areas, the boards file areas include computer law, legal/Constitutional issuse, survivial
(various preparedness and weapons fi
les), crime and gun control (mostly blaming blacks for crime), white nationalist issues, American
Dissident Voices (National Alliance), Asatru, Christianity (mostly Identity), World War II and
Revisionism, affirmative action and immigration. Also included are poetry, fiction and book review
file areas.

The range of files posted on the BBS cover the spectrum of leaders and groups, including
those often at odds with one another. Politically-minded postings about the NAAWP and the
Knights of the KKK share space with Louis Beam's Leaderless Resistance and Tom Metzger's
additions to Beam's terror strategy. BobHeick's Third Position writings share space with Hitlerite
National Alliance and NSWPP writ
ings. All told, nearly every leader of stature, neo-Nazi philosophy and strategisc position can be
found on Stromfront, making it a veritable library of U.S. (with a smattering of foreign, such as the
British National Party) neo-Nazi thought.

B. World Wide Web Sites

1. Neo Nazi

Name:American Renaissance
URL: http://www.amren.com
Contents:

Run by George McDaniel, the American Renaissance page is described as "A literate,
undeceived journal of race, immigration and the decline of civility." Beneath the illustration of a



white family reading the paper together, the page provides links to articles from previous issues of
American Renaissance as well as subscription information.

Name:Anglo-Saxon/Christian Nationalism:
URL:http://www. cris.com/~Chrident/Nationalism.html
Contents:

Christian Identity pastor Ronald Schodel's WWW page extends well beyond racist
pseudo-theology. He includes neo-Nazi ideology as well. Under the "Hail Victory!" banner,
Schodel provides links to numerous issues of the National Alliances Free Speech newsletter, as
well as connections to the White Nationalism FAQ's and explanations of Christian Nationalism.

Name:Aryan Crusader's Library
URL: http://www.io.com/~rlogsdon/
Contents:

The reincarnation of the CYBERHATE page, the page banned from the University of
Texas in the post-OKC media wake, this page focuses on the writing of Yggdrsil. It also includes
links to articles on the KKK, W.A.R., European Nationalism, Leaderless Resistance and a list of
White Nationalist Addresses. It also includes a section on Internet strategy, including Milton
Kleims "On Tactics and Strategy
for Usenet" and Jeff Voss' "The CNG: An Idea for On-Line Organization."

Name: British National Party Home Page
URL: http://www.geopages.com/CapitolHill/1633
Contents:

The WWW page of the British National Party, "This page gives a summary, updated each
month, of the contents of the latest issue of the BNP's monthly newspaper British Nationalist,
which includes Editorial, Home News, Foreign News, British National Party News, and Letters."

Name:The Independent White Nationalist Page
URL: http://www.geopages.eom/CapitoIHill/1251
Contents:

Opening up with a link to Louis Beams Leaderless Resistance, this page argues that
"This page is proof that concerned White people don't HAVE to be members of an organization to
fight for our freedoms and WHITE SURVIVIAL!" This page primarilly provides links to other sites
mentioned here — Stormfront, the Zundel site, the National Alliance Homepage, Resistance
Records and others.

Name: The National Alliance Homepage
URL: http://www.natvan.com
Contents:

A stunning graphic of the National Alliance logo greets those who log-in to this page. It
includes the ideology and program of the National Alliance, updates on the American Dissident
Voices radio program, Free Speech, and National Vanguard. It includes even an online sign-up
form.

Name: National Party
URL:http://www.geopages.com/CapitolHili/1889
Contents:



The National Party page serves as an advertisement for the National Party and for the
Our Nation BBS. Aside from a brief NP description, the page only includes links to Stormfront, the
National Alliance, and the Banned Media page.

Name:National Socialist Primer
URL: http://www.gl.umbc.edu/~laude/natlsocial.html

file://www.clark.net/pub/murple/local/nazi.faq
http://204.137.145.254/~tintin/ns/nsprimer.html
ftp://ftp.almanac.bc.ca/pub/people/Wkleim.milton/kleim1294

Contents:
Milton Kleims essay on the wonders of National Socialism can be found on numerous

different locations on the Internet.

Name:Stormfront
URL:http://stormfront.wat.com/stormfront
Contents:

Stormfront, thanks to substantial media attention has become one of the most "popular"
sites on the World Wide Web, a fact its creator, Don Black, is boastful of. On his BBS he notes
that the WWW site received over 4000 hits (accesses to the WWW page) in one two week period.
Much like his BBS, the Stormfront WWW page caters to all elements of the neo-Nazi movement.
The introduction to the page ex
plains, "Stormfront is a resource for those courageous men and women fighting to preserve their
White Western culture, ideals and freedom of speech and association - a forum for planning
strategies and forming political and social groups to ensure victory."

Stormfront acts as a cyber-Nazi fulcrum. Its slick appearance links nearly all of the WWW
pages listed in this report. It also lists the numbers of most of the BBS's and all the Usenet groups
listed herein.

The page includes a library with sections devoted to White Nationalist issues, "Affirmative
Action" and anti-White bias, immigration in America, racial differences, revisionism, National
Socialism, and Zionism and Judiasm. It also has a section with White Nationalist and National
Socialist graphics. Black has even created a German and Spanish language section. Texts
included in the introductory p
age include articles by Eustace Mullins, David Duke, William Pierce and others.

Name: WWW BANNED MEDIA PAGE
URL: http://www.gsu.edu/~hisjwbx
Contents:

Perhaps the most comprehensive, albeit not most graphically sophisticated cyber-Nazi
WWW page, the Banned Media Page offers huge sections of files for easy access, provides links
to nearly every important cyber-Nazi WWW site and provides mailing addresses, telephone
numbers and more for numerous KKK, neo-Nazi, skinhead, Christian Identity and Patriot
organizations.

Page topic areas include:

WHITE NATION: OUR SALVATION!
THE "JEW WORLD ORDER"
THE HOLOCAUST NEVER HAPPENED
GENERAL INTEREST
CHRISTIAN - RACE CONSCIOUS
KU KLUX KLAN
NATIONAL SOCIALIST
COMPUTER AND INTERNET



ARYAN PRE-CHRISTIAN RELIGION
JOIN THE MILITIA; PREVENT TYRRANY
MUSIC'ZINES AND DISTRIBUTORS
HOTLINES: PHONE, FAX, INFO
BROADCAST: RADIO, TV, CABLE, SATELITE
BOOK LIST TO ARM YOURSELF
VIDEO AND AUDIO TAPES
SKINHEADS

The creator, Rueben Logsdon, also has a new WWW page entitled The Coming Fall of the
American Empire: Collapse of the Western Era and the Jew World Order
(http://www.gsu.edu/~hisjwbx/#skin) filled with similar items.

Name: Aryan Nations
URL: http://204.181.176.4/stormfront/an.htm
Contents:

Name: The National Socialist
URL: http://www.geopages.eom/CapitolHill/1185/
Contents:

Name: The Carolinian Lords of the Caucuses (CLOC)
URL: http://www.io.com/~rlogsdon/aryan-page/cloc/cloc.html
Contents:

Name: World Wide Library of Freedom
URL: http://trend1.com/~phoenix/topics.html
Contents:

2. Skinhead

Name: Resistance Records
URL:http://www.resistance.com
Contents:

The slickly designed page serves as an electronic advertisement for Resistance Records.
In less than a two month period (August 18-October 13, 1995) the page had 5815 accesses,
making it another extremely "popular" page. People accessing the page can see album covers of
numerous different white power music groups, and even download songs. After previewing the
music it is now even possible to orde
r CD's and cassettes over the Web with Visa or Mastercard.

Name: Skinheads U.S.A. Link Page
URL: http://alpha1.iadfw.net/~bootboy/main.htm
Contents:

Name: Charlemagne Hammer Skins Site
URL: http://www.geopages.com/CapitolHill/2193/
Contents:

Name: NS 88
URL: http://alpha1 .iadfw.net/~bootboy/ns88.htm
Contents:

Name: Nordland
URL: http://alpha1.iadfw.net/~bootboy/nordl.htm
Contents:



Name: Hammerskins Press
URL: http://alpha1 .iadfw.net/~bootboy/hammers.htm
Contents:

Name: American Front
URL: http://alpha1 .iadfw.net/~bootboy/af.htm
Contents:

Name: W.A. R.
URL: http://www.geopages.eom/CapitolHill/1896/
Contents:

Name:
URL:
Contents:

Name:
URL:
Contents:

Name:Sk-lnternet
URL:http://www1 .usa1 .com/~skrewdri/skinnet.htm
Contents:

The WWW page of the neo-Nazi skinhead Oil band, Skrewdriver. "SKINTERNET is made
by skinheads, about skinheads, and for skinheads." It includes a skinhead music worldwide mail-
order list, music reviews and pictures.

3. Holocaust Denia!

Name:Greg Raven's IHR page
URL:http://www.kaiwan.com/~greg.ihr/
Contents:

The most comprehensive of the Holocaust denial WWW pages, Greg Raven has
included Institute for Historical Review pamphlets as well as indices and articles from the Journal
of Historical Review. It also contains selected files from Canadian Holocaust denier Ernst
Zundel's "Zundelsite" and a link to the newly established Bradley Smith/CODOH Web Site.

Name:ErnstZundel
URL: http://www.webcom.com/~ezundel/english/
Contents:

Another highly sophisticated WWW site, with color photos and graphics, the Zundelsite
provides access to Holocaust denial in both German and English language text. Page content
highlights: the Canadian Supreme Court Summary of the Zundel case and the link to the
infamous text, "Did Six Million Really Die?"

Name:BradIey R. Smith Home Page
URL:http://www.valleynet.com/~brsmith/
Contents:

The Committee for Open Debate on the Holocaust (CODOH) has the newest of the
revisionist WWW sites. Included are the "ThoughtCrimes Archives" and "Revisionist Fact Files." It
also contains a Campus Progect Ads section including: "The 'Human Soap' Holocaust Myth,"



"The Case for Open Debate on the Holocaust," and "A Revisionist Challenge to the U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Museum." Bradley Smith even in
dudes a Personal Side section where he discusses what he is doing and why.

C. FTP sites
Name: White Aryan Resistance (W.A.R.)
URL: ftp://ftp.cts.com/pub/metzger
Contents:

D.Usenet newsgroups

alt. politics.nationalism.white
alt. politics.white-power
alt.revisionism
alt.skinheads

E. Internet Relay Chat (IRC) Channels.

#kkk
#skin
#white
#nazi
#wp

II. Christian Identity

A. BBS

System: Jubillee BBS
Number:
Sysop (operator):
Location:
Length of Operation:
Contents:

B. WWW

Name: Christian Identity Online - Rev. Ronald C. Schoedel,
URL: http://www.cris.com/~Chrident/
Contents:

Name: Scriptures for America
URL: http://ra.nilenet.com/~tmw/
Contents:

C. FTP

Name: Scriptures for America
URL: ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/SF/SFA
Contents:

I. Cyber-Patriots



A. BBS's'

1. Patriot

System: Knowledge is Freedom BBS
Number: (910)869-1945
Sysop (operator):
Location:
Length of Operation:
Contents:

This BBS contains 108,094, 513 bytes of information in 1,096 files. The 32 different file
areas address all the Christian Patriot themes, as well as areas not usually found on Patriot
BBS's.

The traditional Patriot areas include:

Historical papers (the Declaration of Independence, the Articles of Confederation, etc.),
Congressional and legal (common law leins, allodial title, congressional addresses),
Jurisdiction (declaration of state citizenship, jurisdiction under common law),
Constitutional issues ( many articles from the New American, files on the 2nd, 10th,

<missing>13th, and 14th Amendments, and Con Con)
Court cases (most 14th Amendment cases)
Conspiracy (brainwashing, FEMA, Freemasonry, as well as militia articles by PRA and te

ADL)
Banking (Federal Reserve, IRS)
Clinton (Whitewater, Foster)
Taxation (tax protestor doctrine, "Goodbye to April 15th," articles by Larry Becraft and

others)
Religion (including an Online Bible area)
World Government and the United Nations ( militia files, more New American articles)
Congressional Acts and Executive Orders (GATT, NAFTA, Brady Bill, militia)
Admiralty Law
Patriot and Common Law (Operation Vampire Killer 2000, the Jurors Handbook, common

law leins, the George Mercier files)
Right to Travel (Aid & Abet newsletter)
Government Tyranny (Weaver, Waco, Kahl, Koernke, FBI, BATF)
Oklahoma Bombing (Peters on OKC, 2 bomb theory)
Publications (McAlvany Intellegence Advisory, KIWI Report, The Eagle Screams)

Interestingly, also included on this BBS are 123 files of the CBN's 700 Club, mostly different
updates.

System: Liberty Northwest BBS
Number:(208)267-9851
Sysop (operator): Frank Reichert
Location: Bonners Ferry ID
Length of Operation:
Contents:

The BBS run by Frank Reichert (formerly of UCJ) who also publishes the Trade and
Save. The BBS contains files by the John Birch Society, As well as Reicherts columns on such
issues as the Contract with America, the militias, etc. It also describes itself as an official
distributor of Militia of Montana material.

System: Patriot Information Network
Number: (818)888-8992
Sysop (operator): Richard McDonald



Location: California
Length of Operation:
Contents:

Run by the State Citizen Service Center, the Patriot Information Network has become
one of the most popular Patriot places in cyberspace, thanks to adverising on the Internet and
many of the BBS's listed in this report. Aside from the plethora of documents pertaining to various
aspects of "reclaiming sovereign citizenship," contained in this electronic archive are issues of the
State Citizen Serv
ice Centers The Patriot Newsletter, the MacAlvany Intelligence Advisor, and the Aid & Abet
Newsletter. (The WWW page description contains additional information on files contained here.)

System: Sovereignty Workshop BBS
Number: (818)762-1288
Sysop (operator): Kenny Adier
Location:
Length of Operation:
Contents:

System: Spotlight Logoplex BBS
Number: (804)741-9671
Sysop (operator):
Location:
Length of Operation:
Contents:

2. Militia

System: Associated Electronic News
Number: (317)780-5211
Sysop (operator): American Justice Federation - Linda and Al Thompson
Location: Indianapolis, Indiana
Length of Operation:
Contents:

Aside from the numerous updates issues by Linda Thompson regarding Clinton, Waco,
the BATF and more, the AEN BBS contains substantial militia information as well. It contains
issues of The Resister, files on militia and posse comitatus laws, militia frequently asked
questions, "organizing the Michigan Militia," and speech transcripts of Norm Olsen, to name some
of the militia related content.

System: Bullet Box BBS
Number: (818)403-0399
Sysop (operator):
Location:
Length of Operation:
Contents:

Some of the more interesting materials included on this BBS are: the MacAlvany
Intellegence Advisor, statements by the northern and Michigan Militias , Kurt Saxon's Militia
information files, Christian Patriot Association files, articles by 'Bo' Gritz, and materials on SKS
maintenence. Also included, a file section dedicated to UFO's.

System: Patrick Henry BBS
Number: (520) 639-1039
Sysop (operator):



Location:
Length of Operation:
Contents:

System: Sixth Column BBS
Number: (714)898-3787
Sysop (operator):
Location:
Length of Operation:
Contents:

Christian Patriot ideology permeates most of the files on this BBS.

System: PAUL REVERE NETWORK
Number: See Below
Sysop (operator):
Location:
Length of Operation:
Contents:

System: SurvNet
Number: (See Below)
Sysop (operator): (See Below)
Location: (See Below)
Length of Operation:

Contents:

B. WWW Pages

1. Patriot

Name: American's Bulletin
URL:
Contents:

This page once contained issues of the Americans Bulletin, published by the Medford
Citizens Bar Association, but has recently been taken offline.

Name: American Patriot's "Who's Who Directory" Business Page
URL: http://www.usit.net/hp/patriots/homepage.html
Contents:

The Christian Civil Liberties Association, a self-proclaimed militia group, page islocated
here. This is an advertisment for the creation of a Patriot 'Who's Who' text.

Name: Be Wise as Serpents
URL: http://www.pixi.com/~bewise/
Contents:

Name: Cascadian Resource Center
URL: http://newciv.org/worldtrans/cascadian.txt
Contents:

Replicating the main points of his speeches at recent Preparedness Expos,
counterculture Christian Patriot Johnny Liberty and his Cascadian Resource Center have made
talking points about sovereignty and citizenship, the New World Order and more available on the



Web. Advertising appears to be the focus of the page. People can purchase materials, arrange
seminars etc. by contacting the Cascadian Re
source Center by email atjvanhove@igc.org orjonliberty@aol.com or by mail c/o P.O. Box 5290,
Eugene OR Oregon Republic, NON-DOMESTIC MAIL, or by calling (503)343-5066.

Name: Citizens Forum
URL: http://www.primenet.com/~jahred/forum.html
Contents:

The home page of the California public access TV show, Citizens Forum, is a visually
sophisticated page. It logged 430 accesses in only 25 days. Contained within: information on the
newly formed "Rancho Simi Township," information on common law trusts and state citizenship
seminars, homeschooling, upcoming events, and links to many of the pages listed here.

Name: FIJA
URL:http://sunsite.unc.edu/fija/fijahome.htm

http://www.primenet.com/-slack
http://www.getnet.com~randy/llj.html

Contents:
The Fully Informed Jury Association has been prolific in propagating via the Internet.

Aside from an Internet email list (fija@teleport.com), they also have web pages in 3 different
locations. They contain an introduction to FIJA, state-by-state contact lists, bills introduced into
state legislatures and "The Independent Juries Secret Power," by national coordinator, Don Doig.

Name: Hometown USA Electronic Frontier Gateway
URL: http://www.fn.net/~hometown/usa1d.htm
Contents:

Name: Lawfully!!! Stop Paying Taxes
URL: http://www2.connectnet.com/users/henryn/
Contents:

Emblazoned with "Lawfully!!! Stop Paying Taxes" and IRS surrounded by a circle and a
slash, followed by praise for the Pilot Connection, this page is designed to advertise the newly
published 4th edition of Vultures in Eagles Clothing by Lynne Merredith. The page contains
information on the IRS, an outline of the book which takes on nearly all Patriot themes, and an
order form.

Name: Patriots Web Page
URL: http://www.tezcat.com/patriot/
Contents:

The WWW version of another of most popular Patriot spot on the Internet, the patriot ftp
site. See ftp://ftp.tezcat.com/pub/patriot

Name: Patriot
URL: http://www.kaiwan.com/~patriot/
Contents:

The page associated with the Patriot listserv (patriot@kaiwan.com), this page primarilly
provides links to other pages like the Sovereign Citizen Resource Center, the state militia page,
the NRA and Pat Buchanans homepage.

Name: Patriot Network Information Center



URL: http://www.parkplace.eom/0/parkplace/Townsquare/patriot/patriot.htrnl
Contents:

A WWW version of Richard McDonalds Patriot Information Network BBS, this page
provides the most comprehensive information state citizensip on the Internet. The introduction to
the page sums it the message of the page,"

This Internet area is for your education and information.

The information presented here is primarily for the State Citizen. U.S. citizens are also
welcome so that they may know the difference between the different classes of
Citizenship; State or federal.

The information presented is of great use to the State Citizen involved in the process of
re-asserting their sovereign rights. The information presented here should be used with
GREAT CAUTION by U.S. citizens. Learn more about your citizenship status before
using this information. (Please DO NOT send E-Mail to the Mall Administration). The
views expressed here are those of the sovereign Citizens.

Which Citizen Are You?

What kind of citizen are you? Are you a 14th Amendment federal citizen, or are you a
Citizen of the Several States, as described in the Constitution as it was originally
intended by the Founding Fathers? Are you aware that there exists in this nation two
separate and distinct classes of citizenship?

Conveniently sorted into 9 different categories - state informational briefs, federal informational
briefs, general information, The Patriot, bulletins, miscellaneous, California/constitiutional and
federal(money) - the page is chock full of forms, briefs and documents.

Name: Patriots Against New World Order Totalitarianism
URL: http://www.IOpht.com/~oblivion/patriot.html
Contents:

Name: Paul Campbell's Home Page (Allodial Land Patents)
URL: http://www.mrn.mtu.edu:80/~pecampbe/
Contents:

Name: Sovereign Citizen Resource Center
URL: http://www.caprica.com/~scrc/
Contents:

"The Sovereign Citizen Resource Center is a source for many proceedures and information on
how to regain and retain your Sovereignty. This means refusing ANY government benifits, but
also means you won't owe the government for the privlege of being one of its subjects."

The page of the Sovereign Citizen Resource Center [c/o 115 West California #420
Pasadena CA (zip code exempt PMM A010.1.2 & A2001.1.1)] has been accessed 1692 times in
a two month period (Aug. 27 - Oct. 28, 1995) making another of the most popular patriot WWW
sites. It contains not only links to other Patriot and legal research sources, but also sells material
over the Web.

Name: Sovereign's WWW Content Page
URL: http://www.primenet.com/~lion/


